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Abstract 

In this paper the numerical step-by-step method of cam profile design is presented. The results of its using for 
internal combustion engine valve gear are submitted. Its basis is a principle of step-by-step formation of the tappet 
movement law taking into account restrictions, which permit to refuse of beforehand, accepted cam profile 
description. Thus instead of the analytical law of tappet movement the numerical representation is used, and the 
algorithm of positive and negative acceleration forming provides maximum cam efficiency, depending on the tappet 
displacement diagram completeness and connected to it valve timing. Alongside with formation of the tappet 
movement law definition of the necessary data for manufacturing and the control of the corresponding cam profile 
using various kinematic schemes is stipulated. This method allows to profile of maximum efficiency cams in view of 
many restrictions on parameters, connected to valve gear serviceability and reliability: contact stress in cam-tappet 
pair, pressure angle, coverage factor of the valve springs effort, radius of cam profile curvature, oil film thickness in 
the cam-tappet pair and the restrictions on the higher order of derivative from the tappet displacement on the cam 
turn angle. Efficiency of a considered method has been confirmed at profiling cams for lines of tractor and automobile 
engines. 
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1. Introduction 

Now the problem of the cam design providing required characteristics of gear parts movement 
in a combination with its reliability is actual one. For the solution of the given problem authors 
develop a numerical method of cams profiling. In the given work this method is considered with 
reference to internal combustion engine valve gear, however it also can be used for the design 
other cam mechanisms with the purpose to increase their reliability. 

There are two basic approaches to cam design. According to the first, the cam profile geometry 
is set, and then speed and acceleration tappet functions depending on cam rotation angle are 
determined. In the second case, the law of tappet movement is initial one and on its basis a 
configuration of the cam and data, necessary for its manufacturing, are determined. 

It is necessary to note, that each of traditional methods of the cam profiling have their scopes. 
For example, cams of the first group, for which the discontinuous tappet acceleration is typical, are 
inapplicable for high-speed engines owing to unsatisfactory valve gear dynamics. Besides as a 
rule, it is difficult to determine valve gear optimum parameters values, satisfying numerous 
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requirements, connected with gas exchange in the engine, kinematics, dynamics and reliability of 
the mechanism, and also technological restrictions. The problem is complicated also as to each 
method a set of the parameters determining the profile corresponds. At last, preset ways of the 
tappet movement description or the profile configuration even in case of an optimum parameters 
choice do not provide design of maximum efficiency cams at realization of the mentioned above 
conditions.  
 

2. Mathematical model and results 
Referred above disadvantages can be eliminated using the generalized numerical method of 

valve gear cam design, which allows on the basis of the uniform approach to profile the cams 
satisfying various conditions. Its basis is a principle of step-by-step formation of the tappet 
movement law taking into account set restriction [1], which permits to refuse of beforehand 
accepted cam profile description. Thus instead of the analytical law of tappet movement the 
numerical representation is used, and the algorithm of positive and negative acceleration forming 
provides the peak cam efficiency, depending on the tappet displacement diagram completeness and 
connected to it valve timing. 

The basic restrictions, connected with requirements on serviceability and reliability of valve 
gear system: 

 
  [ ]; | |  [ ];    (-D/2, 0);  k  [k];  hmin [hmin],      (1) 

 
where: 

 - a contact stress in cam-tappet pair;  
 - a pressure angle;  is radius of cam profile curvature;  

D - diameter of a roller or a abrasive disc;  
k - coverage factor of the valve springs effort;  
hmin - minimal oil film thickness in the cam-tappet pair, considered under formulas of 
elastohydrodynamics.  

In brackets the admitted values of corresponding parameters are resulted. As the parameters, 
describing hydrodynamical conditions of the oil film formation in cam-tappet pair, alongside with 
thickness hmin also hydrodynamically effective speed V  or dimensionless parameter  can be used. 
Analytical dependences for the calculation of listed parameters for various valve gear kinematic 
schemes are presented, for example, in work [2]. 

At synthesis of tappet movement characteristics along with (1) the restrictions on the higher 
order of derivative from the tappet displacement s on the cam turn angle  is also taken into 
consideration: 
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where: 
m is the order of a derivative; 
n is its maximum value;  
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ms  and  are the minimal and maximal allowable values of derivative accordingly.  )(
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Limitations (2) can be accepted as for all work profile part, and separately for certain areas i 
of cam turn angle  change (for example, parts of the tappet positive and negative acceleration). 

At the end of the negative part of tappet acceleration (the point C on Fig. 1) the specified 
boundary conditions are provided: values of the tappet maximal displacement and its derivatives 
on the cam turn angle on (n-1) order inclusive (the value of speed  and, hence, its analogue s s  in 
the given point is necessary to equal to zero). Equality of corresponding boundary conditions in 
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this point during formation of the tappet raising and lowering laws provides continuity of 
characteristics at the top of the cam. At the beginning of the tappet positive acceleration part (point 
A on Fig. 1) also are set the boundary conditions allowing, in particular, integrating the basic part 
of the cam profile with runout. So, on Fig. 2.c and 2.d (the side of lowering) a continuity of 
functions )(s , )(s , )(s , )(s  is provided at conjunction of runout and the basic part of profile. 

 

b

d

a 

0 0

  
Fig. 1. Consecution of tappet raising law formation using step-by-step numerical method 

The law of tappet movement is formed with enough small steps  on the cam turn angle. 
Step-by-step synthesis of positive AB and negative  (Fig. 1) tappet acceleration parts begins 
accordingly from points A and C, in which boundary conditions are set. It is known, that area Fs 
under the curve of tappet displacement grows with increase of a positive level and reduction of a 
negative level of the tappet acceleration. So, on each step the maximal value of the second 
derivative module , admitted by available limitations (1) and (2), gets out. s

Values  and s s  are defined by numerical integration, but derivative  and higher orders - 
numerical differentiation of formed function 

s
s ( ), set in the table. During simultaneous synthesis 

of parts  and  the current values s  in points B+ and B- differ from each other no more than 
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on some value, determined by set accuracy (Fig. 1.  - 1.c). When the values of displacement s in 
these points become identical (Fig. 1.c), additional alignment of values s and its derivatives 
according to (2) in a joint of positive and negative acceleration is made. Thus jump of the second 
derivative  can be limited by the set value s Bs  (Fig. 2.b). In that specific case Bs = 0, and the 
curve of acceleration is continuous (Fig. 1.d). 

During step-by-step synthesis of the tappet movement law it is provided the opportunity to 
vary over a wide range smoothness of the acceleration curve and extents of its parts of positive and 
negative values by change of restrictions (2). It allows forming laws of tappet movement, 
combining high dynamic qualities and efficiency in compliance with specific speed and conditions 
of the engine operation. For example, for n = 2 (see restriction (2)) in area 1, corresponding to all 
part of tappet raising or lowering, the analogue of its positive acceleration is limited by the set 
value , and negative- . However, thus the acceleration is discontinuous in a point of a joint 
of positive and negative parts that, as is known, can degrade the valve gear dynamics. 
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Fig. 2. Laws of the tappet acceleration analogue change on a turn angle of the cam, profiled by numerical method 
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In a case n = 3 this discontinuous break is eliminated, and character of the acceleration change 
will be determined by values  and mins maxs . Those values, according to (2), can be set separately of 
positive and negative acceleration parts by a corresponding choice of areas i. Thus a trapezoidal 
law of the acceleration change is formed, if all of limitations (1) are not active. The example of the 
acceleration law as asymmetrical trapeze is presented on Fig. 2. . 

Using (2) at n > 3 will lead to the subsequent increase of the tappet movement law smoothness 
with the purpose of the loading valve gear decrease. So, at n = 4 the continuity of the third 
derivative ( ) (Fig. 2. ¸ 2.f) is provided. At the corresponding extremely admitted values of 
derivatives on certain parts i according to (2) the asymmetrical part of positive acceleration (Fig. 
2.c) can be generated. It, in particular, allows to receive smoother change of acceleration in the 
beginning of the positive part  (Fig. 2.c), that promotes to reduce the revolting cam influence 
on the valve gear elements in initial phase of tappet raising and during valve lowering on the seat. 

s

Because of requirements distinction to the cam sides, corresponding to tappet rising and 
lowering (for example, for runout), and also because of valve gear kinematics speciality, the 
asymmetrical tappet movement concerning top of the cam can be received. Essential asymmetry 
takes place at appreciably smaller acceleration values and at smoother change of the acceleration 
during tappet lowering in comparison with rising (Fig. 2.d), that also improves conditions of the 
valve planting on the seat. 

For the increase of the area Fs under the tappet displacement curve at step-by-step formation of 
the tappet movement law the opportunity of tappet top standing is stipulated by the corresponding 
set of boundary conditions in p.  (Fig. 1). Thus the acceleration curve can be as discontinuous 
(that even more increases Fs), and continuous (Fig. 2. ). Besides during all working cam profile, 
including top standing, it is continuous not only displacement, but also analogues of tappet speed 
and acceleration, and derivatives of higher order. 

On the basis of the step-by-step numerical method the technique of the tappet movement law 
formation with dynamic adjustment for the certain speed regime is offered. It allows to reduce 
oscillations intensity in valve gear (in the executed calculations - up to 24 %) to lower dynamic 
loadings and to remove breaks in the gear kinematic circuit. It is reached by introduction of 
additional restriction of a kind (2) on the tappet positive acceleration part. So if to accept, that some 
area i will consist of one point with coordinate 1, in which mins = maxs = , maximization of the 
acceleration on its positive part enables formations of two maximums: before and after 1 (Fig. 2. e). 

1s

Effective dynamic adjustment with the purpose of suppression of oscillations, appearing in 
valve gear, is possible only at a correct choice of parameters 1 and . It is carried out by 
optimization in the set ranges in a combination with mathematical simulation of valve gear 
dynamics. Thus the given approach has a number of advantages in comparison with the known 
method polydyne [2], where the tappet acceleration curve on all extent of its rising or lowering is 
described by uniform analytical functional dependence - a polynomial. Really, the received law is 
not described by preset ways, but formed proceeding from the set restrictions (1) and (2), which 
can be active on parts of significant extent, that promotes growth of the efficiency, determined by 
Fs, and by satisfaction of requirements on serviceability and reliability parameters. 

1s

Using given method it is also possible to introduce some kinematic restrictions on the tappet 
movement law, connected, for example, with the inflow gas dynamics, with inadmissibility of 
valve-piston meeting or with the decrease of hydraulic impact dynamic influence on the valve gear 
using regulation hydraulic systems. In particular, in Fig. 2.f the law )(s  with the limited tappet 
displacement in the initial phase of its rising is resulted. 
 
3. Conclusions 

It is important to note, that presence of restrictions (1) and (2) allows taking into account valve 
gear type and parameters at formation of the tappet movement law. Because the acceleration curve 
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is not described by any analytical dependences, but formed numerically under influence of those or 
other requirements, there is an alignment of characteristics on a angle of the cam turn, that 
promotes, in particular, to more uniform cam-tappet wear process and increase of the system 
reliability. Besides it is grows its efficiency as the accepted restrictions can be active on significant 
extent parts of the characteristics, instead of in separate points as it takes place at use of traditional 
methods. 

The character of tappet acceleration change on a cam turn angle at active restriction, for 
example, on a contact pressure, depends on profile curvature radius, valve gear springs effort, the 
concrete sizes and design features of valve gear. Therefore the existing traditional methods, based 
on preset ways of the analytical description of the tappet movement law, allow only coming nearer 
to some extent on efficiency to the movement laws received by a numerical method. It is necessary 
to note also, that alignment of values of a contact pressure in a cam – tappet pair on a cam turn 
angle using step-by-step numerical method allows to receive full-strength profile in the field of the 
greatest  values. 

Alongside with formation of the tappet movement law definition of the necessary data for 
manufacturing and the control of the corresponding cam profile using various kinematic schemes 
is stipulated. Efficiency of a considered method has been confirmed at profiling cams for lines of 
tractor and automobile engines. 
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